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Our values 

Every member of the Techne Translations team abides by 

a high-level code of conduct represented by our values of 

Trust, Service, Clarity, Customer value, and Impact. Read 

on to learn more about these values, and why Techne 

Translations has decided to put deliberate focus on values 

as a part of its leadership strategy. 
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Why lead with values? 

A company's values can be more than just optics. Charles 

Green of TrustedAdvisor makes the casei that 

Consistently leading with values first builds trust, an 

indispensable organizational asset.ii Among Techne 

Translations' values, Trust is in first position. 

• Values scale, in a way that performance 

management systems never can do. 

• Values are about relationships, in a way that 

incentives never can be; this makes them highly 

suitable to the subject matter of trust. 

• Values are infinitely teachable, in a way that 

value propositions or communications 

programs alone cannot aspire to. 

• Values are among the most un-copyable of 

competitive advantages. 
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Trust 
 

How trust benefits clients 

We believe that building a trusting relationship with every client is 

essential to the translation process. Our integrity is your peace of 

mind. In other words, both parties can expend fewer resources 

monitoring compliance. But trust also takes time, which is why we 

seek to develop long-lasting business relationships with clients. 

How trust helps us do better work 

Trust alone is no replacement for a robust quality management 

system, but a team held together by trust will outperform a team 

that is driven by performance targets alone. The foundation of trust 

that we build with translators allows us to provide our clients a 

more holistic and efficient service.  

Acknowledging how "trust is crucial for the success of 

interorganizational relationships", Vanneste & Yoo (2020) 

investigate the effect of trust-based governance on organizational 

performance. The authors find that trust-based governance 

performs better when it is easy to distinguish between trustworthy 

and untrustworthy partners. The translation industry fits this 

model. Trust is also a better operating mode when an organization 

is willing to take a risk in trusting an as-yet unknown partner. iii  

"Trust, but verify." This adage takes the guesswork out of hiring 

new partners. Specialist linguists must pass a translation test 

before joining our team.  
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Service 
 

There is no substitute for human 

intelligence 

True service is built on a deep understanding of your business. We 

are driven by curiosity and a desire to understand your unique 

needs. In order to understand your needs and empower our 

translation team, we recommend consulting stakeholders on your 

end. While bulk machine translations are becoming cheaper, the 

value of service has not changed. Service is the irreplaceable link 

between content and context. 

We do our homework 

Context is crucial. Before getting to work on your order, all linguists 

involved with your project will receive a brief containing vital 

background information, for example your business model, 

relevant stakeholders, flagship products, technical product 

information, as well as any specific instructions that you provide. 

 

Free consultations help us help you 

We want to understand your needs–-really. Upon confirming a job, 

we first like to schedule a consult via phone or video call. While not 

strictly necessary, real-time communication helps us understand 

your precise needs much more clearly. With this information, 

translators have all they need to do their best work. That's we 

prefer to consult with you before kicking off a project, especially 

when the project is large. You can expect questions like the 

following: 

1. Who will read the translation? 

2. What is the purpose of the translation? 

3. In what media will the text appear? 

4. Do you have specific instructions or references? 

5. What is your deadline? 

6. What are your long-term objectives? How can translation 

help your business? 

7. What are your pain points or any major challenges you're 

trying to solve at the moment? 

The more information the better. As you can see, we are interested 

in the details of each project, but also in the broader context of 

who our clients are and how we can help them reach their goals. 

Let's talk about your goals. 
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Clarity 
 

Transparent relationships, effective 

communication 

The common factor is clarity. For high-impact translations, 

sometimes clarity means spelling it out in excruciating detail, while 

at other times, less is more. Bearing in mind that the client's style 

guide takes precedence, our house style is active, informative, and 

unambiguous. Achieving your goals requires texts that are not just 

accurate, but also effective.  

Secondly, clarity is our default when partnerships are built on trust. 

For clients, this means transparent pricing and honest statements 

about what we can and cannot do. For translators, it means that 

instructions and expectations are clear, and communication with 

project managers is on point so that misunderstandings don't 

occur.  

The advantages of clarity 

Clear texts are easier to read. We don't just get the details right, we 

also want the final product to be as painless to read as possible. 

When pharmaceutical suppliers don't need to call back to clarify 

work instructions, the batch can finally get done on time. When 

your safety engineers remember the report's conclusion, your risks 

decrease. When the patent examiner can easily visualize your idea, 

your claims are one step closer to approval. 

The perils of ambiguity 

Ambiguity leads to mistakes. Multiple meanings might be the spice 

of life in marketing and literary works, but in the texts we specialize 

in––patents, clinical trials, pharmaceutical data, engineering 

specifications, and tender documents, for instance––ambiguity can 

be frustrating at best, and at worst, extremely costly. The best way 

to get the real meaning is to rely on an expert with the right 

technical background. This is where our subject matter expert 

translators come in.  

Where a generalist may see two meanings, a subject matter expert 

will know the correct expression. And if questions still remain, we 

send queries and discuss with you to make sure the text is flawless. 

Our dedication to service makes this process second nature. 
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Customer value 
 

Risk reduction goes right to your bottom 

line 

Our fourth value orients us toward creating value for you. We are 

convinced that by focusing on your success first, ours is bound to 

follow.  

Here are three ways that we create value for our clients: 

1. The core advantage of our language services is to reduce 

clients' risks by dedicating ourselves to clarity and technical 

accuracy.  

2. Once we have established mutual trust, both parties can 

expend fewer resources monitoring compliance.  

3. Client-focused service lets us enter a shared mental model 

of your business challenges. Charles Green again says it 

best: "We are all, always, on the same side of the table."iv 

The value of serendipity 

When you have a team of linguists on your side who also know 

your business, your industry, and the subject matter at hand, great 

things can happen.  

Some hypothetical examples of our value-add: 

1. We bring to your attention errors in the source text (this is 

usually done for free as part of our quality-first translation 

process).   

2. An SME translator on our team catches an inconsistency in 

your patent application––saving you months of paperwork. 

3. A quality reviewer with a background in physics sees the 

application of an analytic method to your engineers' signal 

processing problem which would have been unknown to 

you.  

Such chance occurrences are often the drivers of scientific 

breakthroughs. While we cannot guarantee the extraordinary, 

together we can open up the possibilities. 
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Impact 
 

Taking the long view 

As a trust-based organization, we extend our understanding of trust 

beyond our immediate borders. 

"[A trust-based organization] fosters and promotes the 

establishment of trust-based relationships between various 

stakeholders – employees, management, shareholders, 

customers, suppliers, and society."v 

We are in it for the long haul, which means we also need to earn 

our partners' trust––trust that our business practices are sound, 

trust that our labor relationships are equitable, and trust that we 

leave the environment better than we found it. That's our 

definition of impact. 

 

 

 

 

How we are making a difference 

We aim to make an impact by making the following aspects part of 

our mission: 

• Improve clients' outcomes by delivering a quality product 

• Forge positive, mutually beneficial relationships with our 

partners 

• Empower translators with context, equitable work 

arrangements, and commitment to professional 

development 

• Minimize waste by running a paperless office (achieved as 

of October 2020) 
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